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XTENDED.DANCE
Thomas Donovan Pumps Up the Love…

XTENDED.DANCE – Thomas Donovan’s latest release is an electronica dance album evocative of ancient
dance rituals around the globe.
“Dreaming of another world…” with these words Thomas Donovan invites us to experience a trance dream in
the lead track Pump Up The Love, the first single released from XTENDED.DANCE. The digital-dynamo
compels the listener to alter one’s reality with quantum ideology. Pump Up The Love–The Video is a digital
adventure into a labyrinth of thought extending from the depths of the oceans to the outer reaches of galaxies.
Watch the video @ www.thomasdonovan.com
“Pump Up the Love is a lyrical answer to the questions raised by such movies as What the Bleep!? and The
Secret – “the power of creation starts in your mind,” states Donovan.
Extended dance and remix versions of Donovan's hits Calling Around the World, Total Controller and Trapped
are featured on the album, as well as a UK Dance Remix of Colour by North Ireland's talented remix producer
Micky Dodds. Donovan's signature edgy electronica sound is skillfully fused with luscious pop melodies
throughout. The high-energy tracks appeal to an international audience with an inclination for modern techno
dance vibes. So, take a listen, then bust out the moves.

XTENDED.DANCE is available now @ www.iTunes.com, www.cdbaby.com and www.amazon.com
Download Ring Tones at www.thomasdonovan.com
———

XTENDED.DANCE is an uplifting coda to Thomas’ 2007 release Calling Around the World as featured on
MuchMusic. The title track is a digital trance journey inspired by concern for environmental issues and the
greater human condition. The electrifying video delivers his compelling message with dynamic satellite imagery
and skeletal animations – a high-tech audio/visual call to action.
Thomas Donovan is an independent electronica digital recording artist from Vancouver, Canada. He is a multifaceted artist who composes, sings, arranges, plays and produces his own music. To date, his mini-label Digital
Dreams Music has released four full album CD’s, a selection of 12” singles and several music videos. Thomas’
music career has produced 21 radio hits that continue to generate airplay across North America, Europe, and
abroad.
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